BITIDENTIFY SDL PREVENTS 100%
OF HACKING ATTACKS BY SIMPLY
HIDING YOUR DATA OFFLINE
Bitidentify SDL has a proactive stance on security. Your confidential data is stored offline and
never connected to the internet, so it cannot be targeted or leaked. In our system, you have two
working environments. One online for daily internet-related tasks and one fully secure offline
environment for confidential information.

SECURITY BY THE NUMBERS
In 2019 nearly half of all small businesses were hacked. Hacking and data breaches will be
the new norm for companies going forward, and the monetary loss is staggering:

DATA BREACHES

RANSOMWARE ATTACKS

2018: 5 billion records stolen
2019: 8 billion records stolen

2018: 206 million attacks
2019: 188 million attacks

Global average cost per breach

Global average cost per attack

$

$

3.900.000

283.800

2020: COVID-19 AND REMOTE WORK
When the majority of the world is working from home vulnerabilities emerge. Phishing
emails, malware, ransomware, and all variations of cyber crimes have increased drastically.

Due to remote work

April: Google blocked

of businesses is expected
to experience a data breach.

daily malware and phishing
emails related to Covid-19.

May: An increase of

May: The FBI reported a

in cyber attacks against
banks are linked to Covid-19.

increase in the number of
reported cybercrimes.

49%

238%

18Mil

800%

NO INTERNET, NO HACKERS
You can’t hack what you can’t see. A hacker uses the internet to gain access to the victim's
computer, and if that computer is not connected to the Internet it’s invisible to the hacker.
With Bitidentify SDL you store your confidential data offline in our Secure Machine, and use the
internet on our Open Machine. It’s like having two computers in one PC.

HACKER

Normal Windows PC

SDL Secure Machine

Working with confidential information on a
normal Internet-connected Windows PC is
extremely dangerous. Any experienced hacker
can easily breach Windows systems, even with
firewalls and the latest antivirus installed.

This machine is never connected to the
Internet and consequently unreachable for
hackers. It’s where you work on confidential
information, safe in the knowledge it cannot
leave your system without your consent.
INTERNET

SDL LINUX CORE
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NORMAL WINDOWS PC

OPEN

SECURE

SDL OPEN & SECURE MACHINES

TWO COMPUTERS IN ONE PC
Turn your computer into a fortress. Bitidentify SDL utilizes the power of Linux and virtualization
to create a dual working environment. One for day-to-day internet-related tasks and one fully
secure environment that has no Internet connection. The user quickly switches between these two
environments at the push of a button.

WHAT IS VIRTUALIZATION?

WHAT IS LINUX?

Virtualization refers to running multiple operating systems
(OS) on a single computer simultaneously. Below is a simple
hierarchy with the virtualized Open/Secure machines on top,
the Linux core that's running everything in the middle and the
computer hardware on the bottom.

Linux is an open-source
operating system that is
considered to be the industry
standard for building secure
applications. It powers everything from
Android phones to supercomputers, and is far
less vulnerable to attacks that other systems.

OPEN

SECURE

Virtualized OS’es (Guests)
Linux core system (Host)
Computer hardware

Our implementation is a custom bare-bones
Linux kernel built for security.

DON’T PANIC, RESTORE
Completely remove viruses, trojans, and other malware. If your computer gets infected, you
can easily remove the malware with our unique Restore-function. It’s the only 100% effective
solution for completely removing malicious code from your system.

WHAT IS RESTORE?
Since the Open and Secure Machines are both running in a
virtualized environment controlled by our SDL Linux core, they
can both be backed up on a system level. This means your entire
operating system is backed up and can be restored in its entirety,
completely removing any infection.

RESTORE WORKS FOR:

Viruses
Worms

Virtualized Backup and Restore
• Complete low-level OS backup
• Much faster than traditional backups
• Restore in 10-seconds
• Resets the entire system
• Removes all infections

Spyware
Trojans

NO INFECTED USB-DEVICES
Where has this USB-device been before? USB sticks are a convenient way to move files
between computers, and it’s also a convenient way for malware to spread. With Bitidentify SDL you
can only use USB devices registered with your system; an unknown device won´t be recognized.
This mitigates the risk of inadvertently infecting your system.

USB FLASH DRIVE
It can contain malware from other PC’s such as
viruses, trojans, and keyloggers, or be specifically
designed to take over the victim's computer.

USB WEBCAM
Hackers record everything that happens in front of the
computer looking for passwords and compromising
video of the user for blackmail.

USB CUSTOM HACKERWARE
iPhone charging-cables can contain custom hardware
that enables a hacker to take complete control over the
victim's computer if it’s plugged in.
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In our USB manager, you can grant access to the USB
devises you want to use. Either give the device access
to the Open or Secure Machine, or both Machines.
From here you can also disable internal USB devices
like your laptops built-in camera.

WHAT MAKES SDL SO SECURE?
Simple Design
SDL is built to be simple both in system design and end-user experience. The
more features and capabilities a system has, the more vulnerable it is to human
error and attack from the outside. This is why simplicity is essential to security.

Minimal Attack Surface
With the simplicity of the system design, the attack surface of our Linux host
system is minimal. Its size reflects 100% of the needed capabilities to run the
system. Hackers often look for vulnerabilities in services and applications run by
any system, on SDL there are very few.

Secure Platform
Instead of offering a complex system with a suite of customized functions, SDL
provides a simple and secure platform to run Windows on. Running Windows on
SDL ensures a high baseline security that users can build upon with their own
software solutions. Be it backup solutions, antivirus software, or complex business software, it all runs securely on our platform.

Proactive rather than Reactive
Today, most security offerings are reactive in their approach to security; they
only react to threats they detect. For example, antivirus programs can only react
to viruses they are programmed to detect; unknown viruses remain undetected.
SDL is built to be proactive; a virus infecting our system is effectively locked in
and have no way of communicating with the internet. In this way, we can protect against the data-stealing aspect of all viruses or malwares.
We ensure nothing gets out.
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